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PUBLIC AFFAIRS RELATED PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

Viewpoints --- Sunday mornings, 5:00 AM --- Public affairs news magazine where listeners hear from experts, 
authors and newsmakers in diverse fields, talking about a wide range of topics

Coverage Addressing the Following Issues:
1. Crime/Law Enforcement/Public Issues
2. Health & Healthcare
3. Education
4. Business/Economics
5. Government/Politics
6. Family/Personal Issues
7. Recreation & Culture
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Issue Date(s) Aired Duration Time(s) Description of the Segment 
Crime/ Law 
Enforcement
/Public Issues

Oct 7 10:18 5:13 When a Young Person Gets Sent to Adult Prison -- Synopsis: There are millions incarcerated in American prisons, even many 
juveniles who were sentences to long terms alongside adults. We talk to guests about how and why this happens, whether it 
should continue, and what life is like for young people behind bars.

Crime/ Law 
Enforcement
/Public Issues

Nov 11 9:25 5:01 Terrorism in America, 1920 --- Synopsis: Over 95 years ago, New York City was the target of a terrorist attack that has yet to be 
solved. No suspects have ever been named in the attack that killed or injured over 400 Wall Street bystanders. In contrast to the 
attacks of September 11th, which occurred just around the corner from the 1920 bombing, this deadly event has been all but 
erased from the collective American consciousness.

Health & 
Healthcare

Nov 4 8:44 5:01 Looking Into Our Minds: How our brains perceive the world --- Synopsis: There are all sorts of myths about how we can avoid 
dementia or how to best brainstorm a new idea. We talk to a psychologist and author to get the inside scoop on how our minds 
really work, and why we just can’t resist the urge to watch cute animal videos online.

Health & 
Healthcare

Nov 4 10:03 5:13 Body Image and Weight Problem --- Synopsis: Body image, food addiction, societal pressure and obesity can be tricky problems 
to talk about. Author Kristan Higgins tries to do just that in her novel Good Luck With That. She talks about her experiences, her 
research, and how we can approach discussing these pressing, but difficult, issues.

Education Nov 18 8:45 5:14 How Pre-Kindergarten Can Prepare Our Children --- Synopsis: From the moment a child is born, parents are working to get them 
off on the best possible foot in everything from sports to academics. We look into how families can best evaluate good pre-
kindergarten programs for children, and how those programs can set kids up for success.

Education Dec 2 9:34 5:01 Learning Math Simpler --- Synopsis: It’s no secret: American students are way down the international list when it comes to math 
scores. Why is this? Is there something we could be doing to make learning math a simpler task? Our guests say yes, and have 
suggestions for kids- and adults- struggling to master mathematics.

Business/
Economics

Nov 18 10:40 5:01 How Craft Beer Became King --- Synopsis: For decades, choosing what beer to drink was really just a decision between a few big 
players. Now, there are thousands of breweries across the country. We talk to two experts about how and why craft beer came to 
the forefront and how they recommend novices jump into the world of beer.

Business/
Economics

Oct 21 8:44 5:01 The Art of Video Games --- Synopsis: Video games are often considered child’s play, or at least something below “real” art. Author 
Andrew Ervin argues that’s not true, and that video games are now big-business for TV networks and advertisers, as well as a 
source of true artfulness.

Government/
Politics

Dec 9 8:44 5:01 The Need for Investigative Journalism --- Synopsis: Investigative journalism is a necessity in a democracy. Independent journalists 
putting in long hours to serve as watch-dogs for our government can have long-lasting ramifications, just look at the impact 
Woodward and Bernstein made with their Watergate investigations. We talk to one expert about the current state of investigative 
journalism in America and what can be done to ensure the watchdogs stay in business.

Government/
Politics

Dec 23 7:21 5:14 The Pearl Harbor Christmas -- Synopsis: Christmas 1941 came just weeks after the devastating attack on Pearl Harbor dragged 
America into World War II. We talk to historian Stanley Weintraub about how America was getting ready for war while trying to 
celebrate the holiday season.

Family/
Personal Issues

Oct 14 10:00 5:13 Growing Up Poor in Rural America --- Synopsis: Sarah Smarsh is a journalist and author who grew up poor on a farm in Kansas. 
She discusses life in rural America, how our culture treats people living in poverty, and the causes she attributes to America’s 
wage gap.

Family/
Personal Issues

Nov 25 9:53 5:01 Shame and Bullying --- Synopsis: Bullying is nothing new, but that doesn’t make it any easier to deal with. Plus, in the social 
media era, the techniques are getting more public and crueler. We look at bullying, the shame it can cause, and how it can stick 
with us for life.

Recreation & 
Culture

Nov 11 9:59 5:13 One Woman’s Life in Beatlemania, From Youthful Innocence to Personal Tragedy and Beyond --- Synopsis: Ann Hood was a 
Beatles fan all her life. Then, tragedy struck and she found herself unable to listen to the band at all. She tells the true story of how 
she re-gained her love for the iconic group, and how she channeled her story into a work of fiction pleasing multiple generations of 
readers.

Recreation & 
Culture

Oct 14 9:16 5:01 Stutters, Stammers, and Vocal Fillers --- Synopsis: If you’ve had to speak in public, you know the nerves that come with public 
speaking. So you probably also know the pain of umming, uhhing, or misspeaking. We explore where these vocal blunders come 
from and what they might mean.


